November 2017

COMMUNICATIONS INTERN SPRING 2018

COBE is looking for a talented communications intern to start in January or February 2018. The
internship is full-time and offered for a period of at least 5 months.
As our new communications intern you will have the possibility to leave your mark on our
comminication activities and you will be involved in solving many different tasks during our busy
workday, e.g.:
•

Update our website and social media

•

Public relations in general

•

Compile press kits

•

Draft press releases

•

Assist in press enquiries, national as well as international, and track outgoing press material

•

Assist in planning of various events

•

Update press lists and data bases

You will work closely together with our communications team and work with both internal and
external communication.
Qualifications and competences:
•

You are a student in communications, PR, journalism, architecture or the like

•

You are fluent in Danish and English, oral as well as written

•

You have a natural interest in architecture, communications and PR

•

You are good at expressing yourself in writing and can angle a story in the right way

•

You have experience with social media

•

You know how to stay focused in a busy and unpredictable working environment

•

You work independently and are an excellent organizer of your tasks

•

Knowledge of Adobe Creative Suite and strong graphic capabilities is a plus

The internship starts in January or February 2018 and lasts for a period of at least 5 months. We
are looking forward to receiving your application with a CV included. Please send the application
to: internship@cobe.dk with the subject “Intern - Communications”. Interviews will be conducted
continuously.
About COBE:
COBE is an international architecture office founded in 2006. COBE is headed and owned by architect Dan Stubbergaard, and currently employs some 100 dedicated employees. Since its
establishment, COBE has gained great recognition through a number of award winning projects at
home and abroad. Among the office’s most significant projects are Nørreport Station - Copenhagen’s
most busy station, Denmark’s new Rock Music Museum, Ragnarock, in Roskilde and the planning of
Nordhavnen in Copenhagen - the largest metropolitan development project in Scandinavia. We offer
an internship with good conditions of employment in a dynamic and creative office environment
where you collaborate with specialized and competent colleagues.

